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SELECT: Select your water pleasure.
DEAR READER,

What is the difference between a genuine innovation and a novelty? Well — an innovation really changes something. Hansgrohe has a long tradition of innovations. Our intuitive Select technology is the best example of this. First introduced in 2011, it keeps adding new chapters to its growing success story every year. Selection at the touch of a button – we can no longer imagine today’s showers and kitchens without it.

For 2015, it has “clicked” again. With Rainmaker Select, showering becomes the ultimate enjoyment of water. The Select button is also setting new aesthetic and functional standards. But it is not just for the shower, it creates even more freedom of movement for you in the kitchen, so that you can work smoothly and effectively. Now, to complete the range, this ingeniously simple control is making its washbasin debut with the new Talis Select bathroom mixers. In the pages that follow, you will see how this little button effortlessly transforms function into emotion. Select your water pleasure.

Wishing you every enjoyment
Yours,

Richard Grohe
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SELECT YOUR WATER PLEASURE.

In our constant search for innovative solutions, there is one question that keeps driving us on: How can we make everyday life more comfortable for you? In order to find the answer, we first have to define what comfort actually means. In the bathroom and in the kitchen, it is not simply ergonomics, it is ease of use that is the key. Inspired by the buttons that make the world easier at a single click – the light switch, the mouse button, or the start/stop button in a car – we decided to develop a button that was as simple as it was ingenious. Together with Phoenix Design, we launched the first Raindance hand shower with an all-mechanical selection button in 2011. Since then, the Hansgrohe Select button has revolutionised the control options in bathroom and kitchen. At the touch of a button, you can change spray types and showers in the shower, or use just one hand to pull out the kitchen mixer and switch it on and off with absolute precision. So it was only a matter of time before this smart button was going to turn up on our bathroom mixers – for intuitive operation giving your routine in the bathroom the ultimate flow.
Products are created that make life easier, and that become an indispensable part of daily life.

Raindance Select hand and overhead showers were the first Hansgrohe products with the new Select technology.

In the kitchen, the Select button keeps the workflow in motion, while making the operation of the shower mixers even more intuitive.

Products are created that make life easier, and that become an indispensable part of daily life.
A NEW DIMENSION OF WATER – RAINMAKER® SELECT.
A REAL MASTERSTROKE, FROM DESIGN TO MATERIAL.

Rainmaker® Select owes its appeal primarily to its breath-taking design and the materials it uses.

In recent years, the trend for lifestyle bathrooms has become more prevalent. As a result, the demands made on this room have changed accordingly. From a functional wet room to a place of aesthetic appeal, relaxation and well-being. Inspired by this realisation, we got together with Phoenix Design to develop a totally new water experience of the highest quality – Rainmaker Select. The reduced and linear design of Rainmaker Select is instantly appealing. This clear-cut design language is also reflected in the choice of materials. The generous glass spray face and its slender chrome frame give Rainmaker Select a gleaming and exclusive aesthetic appeal.

On the one hand, its white-backed glass and polished metal surfaces emphasise the naturalness of the bathroom, but at the same time, they make a visual reference to the surrounding elements, such as ceramics, tiles or mirrors. It is the exceptional workmanship, not just the overall impression, that makes Rainmaker Select so appealing. For example, each of the more than 200 holes in the glass plate of the overhead shower is cut with a precision laser – a highly complex manufacturing process. But true greatness can only ever be achieved through a passion for detail.
The design.
The innovative room and product concept was created in collaboration with Phoenix Design.

The material.
The manufacturing process of the glass spray face combines original material with the latest laser technology.

The product.
Carefully tested and assembled by hand, Rainmaker Select complies with the highest quality standards.
The promise inherent in its appearance is delivered in full by a Rainmaker Select shower. Because of its size, the different spray types can be arranged to give you even more freedom of movement to enjoy your showering experience. In addition to the pleasant shower rain of the RainXL and the rich, strong sprays of the RainStream, Rainmaker Select provides even more pampering with a highly beneficial third spray type: the mono spray. It flows as a targeted relaxation spray from a single large jet in the centre of the overhead shower. Inspired by Indian head massages, the clear spray is concentrated yet gentle on your skin and has a calming yet energising effect.
RainXL – full shower rain, ideal for daily use.

RainStream – a luxuriously powerful cascade from the rear of the shower to massage your shoulders and neck.
The 70-centimetre ledge really catches the eye. The flat glass surface on the chrome plated metal body completes the elegant overall look of the Showerpipe and at the same time has enough room for all the paraphernalia that you need for a pleasant showering experience. But the Rainmaker Select Showerpipe also has a lot to offer in terms of functionality. With a choice of four Select buttons, the overhead and hand showers, as well as the different spray types, are just a click away. While the rotary control on the thermostat allows you to set the exact temperature you require. Even the installation of the Rainmaker Select Showerpipe is easy, since it is simply attached to the wall.
Thanks to its generous glass shelf and the integrated Select technology, the new ShowerTablet Select 700 really is a new experience in the bathroom and offers more storage space than ever before. But what makes it an innovation is the fact that, for the first time, it can be freely combined with any single spray overhead shower. The connection between the ShowerTablet Select 700 and the overhead shower is hidden inside a connection pipe in the wall. The result: the best combination of both worlds – exposed and concealed. We call this innovative installation solution concealed-exposed installation or ConEx for short.

A NEW FORM OF FREEDOM.

The ShowerTablet® Select 700.
AN EXCLUSIVE DESIGN FOR CONVENIENT SHOWER CONTROL.

ShowerSelect® glass thermostats

The exclusive design and material of the ShowerSelect glass thermostat make it the perfect match for Rainmaker Select. The water temperature is regulated by an ergonomic handle. The Select buttons are flush with the surface and directly control the overhead and hand showers, as well as up to four spray types. The innovative technology of the ShowerSelect glass thermostat disappears elegantly behind the stunning glass surface.
Concealed installation
Shower area 2 m

3 m Bathroom

Shower area 1 m

4 m Bathroom
WHEN THE SHOWER BECOMES AN INTERIOR DESIGNER.

No other room in the house has changed as much in recent years as the bathroom – what was once a functional wet room has now become a place of aesthetic appeal, relaxation and well-being. The bathroom has not necessarily got bigger, but there is an increased demand for homelike design – both architecturally and in terms of products. The shower area is taking up more and more space, and developing into the focal point of the bathroom. The size of the Rainmaker Select Showerpipe alone means it can more than fulfil its role. On the one hand, its gleaming glass and chrome surfaces make it an influential element of the room and on the other, ensure that the shower fits harmoniously into the overall look of glass walls, mirrors and ceramics.
Today the bathroom is no longer just a place for personal hygiene; it has become part of the living room and a space for new ideas. Materials such as wood and fabric now radiate warmth and ambience here, seating areas invite you to relax and recharge your batteries. So why not also take a different approach to designing the shower? Here, the ShowerTablet Select 700, with its generous storage shelf, is fitted directly to the water connections coming from the wall, whereas the connection to the single-spray overhead shower is hidden behind the wall. The perfect combination of exposed and concealed installation (ConEx). A shower that is not only functional, but an exceptionally elegant focal point in the bathroom.
The fusion of shower and interior space plays a crucial role in modern bathroom design. Whether through the fluent transition from dry zone to wet zone provided by a floor-level shower, the removal of the disruptive boundaries caused by glass partitions, or even the seamless integration of the shower mixer itself. The Rainmaker Select concealed installation shows that even a large shower can fit into any bathroom in a way that is elegantly understated, yet at the same time luxurious. The modern technology disappears inside the wall, while the white-backed glass surfaces on the overhead shower and thermostat harmonise easily and elegantly into wall and ceiling. Creating maximum showering pleasure in any bathroom. The shower becomes the focal point of the bathroom. Regardless of the actual size of the room.
RAINMAKER® SELECT SHOWERPIPE – THE PERFECT EXPOSED SOLUTION.

Exposed installation.

Switch the spray types of the overhead shower on and off at the touch of a button.

A white-backed glass ledge with a chrome plated metal frame around it.

Switch the hand shower on and off.

Select the desired temperature.

Overhead shower with 3 spray types

Choose your spray type with ease.

Switch the spray types of the overhead shower on and off at the touch of a button.

Select the desired temperature.

Switch the hand shower on and off.

Select the desired temperature.

Overhead shower with 3 spray types

Choose your spray type with ease.

Switch the spray types of the overhead shower on and off at the touch of a button.

Select the desired temperature.

Switch the hand shower on and off.

Select the desired temperature.

Overhead shower with 3 spray types

Choose your spray type with ease.

Switch the spray types of the overhead shower on and off at the touch of a button.

Select the desired temperature.

Switch the hand shower on and off.
THE NEW SHOWER SOLUTION.

ConEx (concealed-exposed) installation.

- Overhead shower with 1 spray type
- The ShowerTablet is fitted directly to the water connections in the wall.
- Select the desired temperature.
- Switch overhead shower on and off
- Switch the hand shower on and off
- Select the desired temperature.

mixed water
hot water
cold water
Rainmaker® Select Showerpipes – exposed installation.

**Rainmaker® Select 460 3jet Showerpipe**
with Rainmaker Select 460 3jet overhead shower
(RainXL: approx. 18 l/min, RainStream: approx. 18 l/min, Mono: approx. 16 l/min), Raindance Select S 120 3jet hand shower (16 l/min) and ShowerTablet Select 700 thermostat, shower arm 450 mm
# 27106, -400
# 27029, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min)

**Rainmaker® Select 460 2jet Showerpipe**
with Rainmaker Select 460 2jet overhead shower
(RainXL: approx. 18 l/min, RainStream: approx. 18 l/min), Raindance Select S 120 3jet hand shower (16 l/min) and ShowerTablet Select 700 thermostat, shower arm 450 mm
# 27109, -400
# 27028, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min)

**Rainmaker® Select 420 2jet Showerpipe**
with Raindance E 420 2jet overhead shower
(RainAir: approx. 18 l/min, RainFlow: approx. 18 l/min), Raindance Select S 120 3jet hand shower (16 l/min) and ShowerTablet Select 700 thermostat, shower arm 400 mm
# 27168, -400
Exposed installation.

Shower

**Rainmaker® Select** 460 1-jet overhead shower
(RainXL: approx. 20 l/min)
# 24003, -400 with shower arm 460 mm
# 24013, -400 EcoSmart
# 24002, -400 with ceiling connection 100 mm (not shown)
# 24012, -400 EcoSmart (not shown)

**ShowerTablet® Select** 700 exposed bath thermostat
# 13183, -400 White shelf
# 13184, -000 Mirrored chrome shelf (not shown)

**Raindance® Select S** 120 3-jet hand shower
# 26530, -000, -400 (16 l/min)
# 26531, -000, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min)

Bath

**ShowerTablet® Select** 700 exposed bath thermostat
# 13183, -400 White shelf
# 13184, -000 Mirrored chrome shelf (not shown)

**Raindance® Select S** 120 3-jet hand shower
# 26530, -000, -400 (16 l/min)
# 26531, -000, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min)

The specified flow rates are all based on a pressure of 0.3 MPa (3 bar) upstream of the mixer/shower.
RAINMAKER® SELECT CONCEALED SOLUTION – PERFECTLY INTEGRATED DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY.

Concealed installation.

Chrome plated metal frames provide clear lines.

Overhead shower with 3 spray types.

Choose your spray type with ease.

Switch the spray types of the overhead shower on and off at the touch of a button.

Select the desired temperature.

Switch the hand shower on and off.

Mixed water

Hot water

Cold water
HERE YOU HAVE THE PLEASURE OF CHOICE.

Concealed installation.

4 Functions

You switch the hand shower on and off by touching a button on the lower shut-off valve, select the spray type of the overhead shower by touching a button on the upper shut-off valve and use the handle to control the water temperature. The special things about this overhead shower are the shape and the flood jet, which we call Rainflow.

Rainmaker® Select 580 3jet overhead shower
(RainXL: approx. 20 l/min; RainFlow: approx. 20 l/min; Mono: approx. 20 l/min)
# 24001, 400
# 24011, 400 EcoSmart
for iBox universal

4 Functions

You switch the hand shower on and off by touching a button on the lower shut-off valve, select the spray type of the overhead shower by touching a button on the upper shut-off valve and use the handle to control the water temperature. The spray type on this overhead shower is the rich, luxurious RainStream.

Rainmaker® Select 480 3jet overhead shower
(RainXL: approx. 20 l/min; RainStream: approx. 15 l/min; Mono: approx. 20 l/min)
# 24007, 400 with shower arm 460 mm
# 24017, 400 EcoSmart
for iBox universal
# 24006, 400 with ceiling connection 100 mm (not shown)
# 24016, 400 EcoSmart (not shown)
ShowerSelect®
Design versions

Finish
white/chrome (-400)
Finish
black/chrome (-600)

Shower holder with hose connection

FixFit® Porter Square
hose connection DN15 with integrated shower holder,
free choice of hose and shower
# 26486, -000

3 Functions
You switch the hand and/or overhead shower on at the valve and adjust the water temperature by the handle on the thermostat.

Rainmaker® Select 460 2jet overhead shower (RainXL: approx. 20 l/min; RainStream: approx. 15 l/min)
# 24005, -400 with shower arm 460 mm
# 24015, -400 EcoSmart
for iBox universal
# 24004, -400 with ceiling connection 100 mm (not shown)
# 24014, -400 EcoSmart (not shown)

Raindance® Select S 120
3jet hand shower
# 26530, -000, -400 (16 l/min)
# 26531, -000, -400 EcoSmart
(9 l/min)

ShowerSelect®
Design versions

ShowerSelect®
valve for 3 functions
# 15736, -400, -600
glass surface

Rainmaker® Select
1jet overhead shower
(RainXL: approx. 20 l/min)
# 24003, -400 with shower arm 460 mm
# 24013, -400 EcoSmart
# 24002, -400 with ceiling connection 100 mm (not shown)
# 24012, -400 EcoSmart (not shown)

Raindance® Select S 120
3jet hand shower
# 26530, -000, -400 (16 l/min)
# 26531, -000, -400 EcoSmart
(9 l/min)

ShowerSelect®
Design versions

ShowerSelect®
Highflow thermostat
# 15734, -400, -600
glass surface

The specified flow rates are all based on a pressure of 0.3 MPa (3 bar) upstream of the mixer/shower.
FROM POPULAR TO BELOVED AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON – THE NEW CROMA® SELECT.
As a result of feedback and customer requests we have integrated Select in the new generation of Croma hand showers. Because the advantages of the new Croma Select hand shower are quite literally in your hands. Thanks to the integrated Select technology, the spray types can be selected easily and ergonomically at the touch of a button. And their modern design in two styles is further upgraded by the elegant white of the spray face. In addition, the design language of the new version with rounded corners emphasises that these are entirely new Croma hand showers where the innovative Select button has replaced turning the spray face.

**Croma® Select S Multi** hand shower

**Croma® Select E Multi** hand shower
Croma® Select S Multi and Croma® Select E Multi hand shower

Switches between the spray types with the convenient touch of a button.

A soft water spray that caresses the body for that feel-good sensation.

Intense water spray, perfect for rinsing out shampoo.

A strong massage spray that invigorates and soothes aching muscles.

Croma® Select S Vario and Croma® Select E Vario hand shower

Switches between the spray types with the convenient touch of a button.

Balanced spray for the daily shower and for rinsing hair.

Intense water spray, perfect for rinsing out shampoo.

Intensive shower rain that refreshes and rejuvenates.

Croma® Select S 1jet and Croma® Select E 1jet hand shower

Balanced spray for the daily shower and for rinsing hair.
DESIGNED TO PLEASE FROM HEAD TO TOE.

The new Croma® Select overhead showers.

We have also introduced the new Select technology to the Croma Select overhead shower. You now only need to touch the Select button integrated into the centre of the spray face with one finger to easily switch between the different spray types. The new Croma overhead shower is pleasingly simple to use in other respects as well. Thanks to the QuickClean silicone jets, you only have to wipe over the surface of the spray face to clean it. Best of all, it doesn’t matter whether you opt for the classic round design or for the new shape with rounded corners, a wonderful showering experience is yours to enjoy.

Croma® Select S 180 2jet overhead shower

Convenient spray changes at the touch of a button.

The classic round shape with a white spray face.

Balanced spray for the daily shower and for rinsing hair.

An intense water jet that energises and wakes you up.
Croma® Select E 180 2jet overhead shower

Balanced spray for the daily shower and for rinsing hair.

An intense water jet that energises and wakes you up.

The new design language with rounded corners and a white spray face.

Convenient spray changes at the touch of a button.
AN ATTRACTIVE SHOWERING EXPERIENCE AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON.

The new Croma® Select Showerpipes.

The new Croma Select Showerpipes are a perfectly coordinated, unified whole. Starting with convenient control, thanks to integrated Select technology. So all you need to do to change the spray type of the hand and overhead showers is to gently press a button. The simple elegance of the chrome and white colour scheme and the new design language with rounded edges also add to the attraction of the Croma Select Showerpipe showering experience. It is also the perfect solution for refurbishment because it is easily fitted to the water connections in the wall.

Croma® Select S 180 2jet Showerpipe  
Croma® Select E 180 2jet Showerpipe
Croma® Select S

Hand showers and shower sets

**Croma® Select S Multi hand shower**
- # 26800, 400 (16 l/min)
- # 26801, 400 EcoSmart (9 l/min)

**Croma® Select S Multi shower set**
- # 26560, 400 (16 l/min) 0.65 m
- # 26561, 400 EcoSmart (9 l/min) 0.65 m
- # 26570, 400 (16 l/min) 0.90 m [not shown]
- # 26571, 400 EcoSmart (9 l/min) 0.90 m [not shown]

**Croma® Select S Vario hand shower**
- # 26803, 400 EcoSmart (9 l/min)

**Croma® Select S Vario shower set**
- # 26562, 400 (15 l/min) 0.65 m
- # 26563, 400 EcoSmart (9 l/min) 0.65 m
- # 26566, 400 (15 l/min) 0.65 m with Casetta soap dish [not shown]
- # 26572, 400 (15 l/min) 0.90 m [not shown]
- # 26573, 400 EcoSmart (9 l/min) 0.90 m [not shown]

**Croma® Select S 1jet hand shower**
- # 26804, 400 (16 l/min)
- # 26805, 400 EcoSmart (9 l/min)
- # 26806, 400 EcoSmart (7 l/min)

**Croma® Select S 1jet shower set**
- # 26564, 400 (16 l/min) 0.65 m
- # 26565, 400 EcoSmart (9 l/min) 0.65 m
- # 26574, 400 (16 l/min) 0.90 m [not shown]
- # 26575, 400 EcoSmart (9 l/min) 0.90 m [not shown]
Croma Select E

Hand showers and shower sets

Croma Select E Multi hand shower
# 26810, -400 (16 l/min)
# 26811, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min)

Croma Select E Multi shower set
# 26580, -400 (16 l/min) 0.65 m
# 26581, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min) 0.65 m
# 26590, -400 (16 l/min) 0.90 m (not shown)
# 26591, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min) 0.90 m (not shown)

Croma Select E Vario hand shower
# 26812, -400 (15 l/min)

Croma Select E Vario shower set
# 26582, -400 (15 l/min) 0.65 m
# 26583, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min) 0.65 m
# 26586, -000 (15 l/min) 0.65 m with Casetta soap dish (not shown)
# 26592, -400 (15 l/min) 0.90 m (not shown)
# 26593, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min) 0.90 m (not shown)

Croma Select E 1jet hand shower
# 26814, -400 (16 l/min)
# 26815, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min)
# 26816, -400 EcoSmart (7 l/min)

Croma Select E 1jet shower set
# 26584, -400 (16 l/min) 0.65 m
# 26585, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min) 0.65 m
# 26594, -400 (16 l/min) 0.90 m (not shown)
# 26595, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min) 0.90 m (not shown)

The specified flow rates are all based on a pressure of 0.3 MPa (3 bar) upstream of the shower.
Croma® Select

Overhead showers

White/chrome (-400)

Chrome (-000)

Croma® Select S 180 2jet overhead shower
(Rain/IntenseRain: 17 l/min)
# 26522, -000, -400
# 26523, -000, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min)
# 27413, -000 optional shower arm 390 mm (not shown)
# 27418, -000 optional ceiling connection 100 mm (not shown)

White/chrome (-400)

Chrome (-000)

Croma® Select E 180 2jet overhead shower
(Rain/IntenseRain: 17 l/min)
# 26524, -000, -400
# 26528, -000, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min)
# 27446, -000 optional shower arm 390 mm (not shown)
# 27467, -000 optional ceiling connection 100 mm (not shown)
Croma® Select

Showerpipes

**Croma® Select S 180 2jet Showerpipe**
- with swivelling Croma Select S 180 2jet overhead shower (Rain/IntenseRain: 16 l/min),
- Croma Select S Multi hand shower (13 l/min) and
- Ecostat Comfort thermostat, shower arm 400 mm
  - #27253, -400
  - #27254, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min)
  - #27255, -400 single lever version (not shown)
  - #27351, -400 bath tub version (not shown)

**Croma® Select E 180 2jet Showerpipe**
- with swivelling Croma Select E 180 2jet overhead shower (Rain/IntenseRain: 16 l/min),
- Croma Select E Multi hand shower (13 l/min) and
- Ecostat Comfort thermostat, shower arm 400 mm
  - #27256, -400
  - #27257, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min)
  - #27258, -400 single lever version (not shown)
  - #27352, -400 bath tub version (not shown)

The specified flow rates are all based on a pressure of 0.3 MPa (3 bar) upstream of the mixer/shower.
SHOWERING IS SIMPLY LOVELIER.

The new Crometta® hand showers, overhead showers and Showerpipes.

Both the size and functionality of the new Crometta shower range have grown substantially. While the larger spray face of the overhead shower provides even more water comfort, the hand shower now has up to four spray types. The Crometta Showerpipe is the masterstroke, combining the overhead shower, hand shower and thermostat in an attractive showering experience. This product is also ideal for refurbishment, as the thermostat is simply fitted to the existing water connections. The Crometta range also integrates well in the look of the bathroom: the surfaces of the products in white/chrome which harmonise beautifully with any modern bathroom.

Crometta® 160 1jet overhead shower

A large spray face with an elegant white surface.

Crometta® 100 Multi hand shower

Up to three spray types can be selected via the adjustment ring.
Crometta® 100 Multi shower set
# 26650, -400 (19 l/min) 0.65 m
# 26653, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min) 0.65 m
# 26656, -400 (19 l/min) 0.90 m (not shown)
# 26659, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min) 0.90 m (not shown)

Crometta® 100 Multi hand shower
# 26823, -400 (19 l/min)
# 26826, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min)

Crometta® 100 Vario shower set
# 26651, -400 (18 l/min) 0.65 m
# 26654, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min) 0.65 m
# 26657, -400 (18 l/min) 0.90 m (not shown)
# 26662, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min) 0.90 m (not shown)

Crometta® 100 Vario hand shower
# 26824, -400 (18 l/min)
# 26827, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min)

Crometta® 100 1jet shower set
# 26652, -400 (16 l/min) 0.65 m
# 26655, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min) 0.65 m
# 26658, -400 (16 l/min) 0.90 m (not shown)
# 26663, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min) 0.90 m (not shown)

Crometta® 100 1jet hand shower
# 26825, -400 (16 l/min)
# 26828, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min)
# 26829, -400 EcoSmart (7 l/min)

Crometta® 100 Multi shower set
# 26650, -400 (19 l/min) 0.65 m
# 26653, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min) 0.65 m
# 26656, -400 (19 l/min) 0.90 m (not shown)
# 26659, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min) 0.90 m (not shown)

Crometta® 100 Multi hand shower
# 26823, -400 (19 l/min)
# 26826, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min)

Crometta® 100 Vario shower set
# 26651, -400 (18 l/min) 0.65 m
# 26654, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min) 0.65 m
# 26657, -400 (18 l/min) 0.90 m (not shown)
# 26662, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min) 0.90 m (not shown)

Crometta® 100 Vario hand shower
# 26824, -400 (18 l/min)
# 26827, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min)

Crometta® 100 1jet shower set
# 26652, -400 (16 l/min) 0.65 m
# 26655, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min) 0.65 m
# 26658, -400 (16 l/min) 0.90 m (not shown)
# 26663, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min) 0.90 m (not shown)

Crometta® 100 1jet hand shower
# 26825, -400 (16 l/min)
# 26828, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min)
# 26829, -400 EcoSmart (7 l/min)
The specified flow rates are all based on a pressure of 0.3 MPa (3 bar) upstream of the mixer/shower.
WHEN FORM AND FUNCTION BLEND AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON - TALIS® SELECT S.
A BUTTON THAT ANSWERS EVERY QUESTION.

Design and functional clarity go hand in hand with the Talis® Select S.

The basin mixer has come a long way. From the single lever fitting to a mixer with two handles, one each for hot and cold, to the practical single lever mixer of today. Working in co-operation with Phoenix Design, we have managed to make the single lever mixer even lovelier and even more enjoyable to use. By creating a mixer that has no lever at all – Talis Select S. A Select button replaces the conventional handle here. This provides the mixer with a unique aesthetic clarity. From top to bottom, its upright, slender, conical body follows a continuous line that is retained in every temperature setting. Thanks to the integrated Select technology, the Talis Select S appeals both for its sleek design and for its incredibly easy operation. Following its success in the shower, the button is also ideal for revolutionising the basin mixers.
The pure design language of the Talis Select S is based on nature and the simple operation of the Select button.
LESS IS MORE.

The new Talis® Select S mixer.

With the new Talis Select S mixer, intuitive control technology at the touch of a button has made the leap from the shower to the basin. This means that Hansgrohe is not only a trendsetter, but we also make life in the bathroom easier for you and your family. That’s because operating the Talis Select S mixer really is as easy as ABC thanks to the prominent Select button. You turn the water flow on and off at the touch of a button. And if necessary, you can even control the Talis Select S mixer without your hands, simply by activating the button intuitively with your arm or elbow. Really useful if your hands are dirty or soapy. Turn the button to set your chosen temperature. Thanks to the sleek handle design, the mixer retains its aesthetic appeal in any temperature setting. In short, the new Talis Select S is the best proof that sometimes less simply is more.
In order to ensure that the Talis Select S is not only easy to use, but also blends harmoniously in your bathroom, you need to find the mixer that goes perfectly with your basin. You can choose from three heights — in other words, three different ComfortZones. That is what we at Hansgrohe called the space between where the water comes out of the spout, and the basin. There are two points to consider: how much freedom of movement do you need, and for which style of basin do you require the mixer? The various heights of the Talis Select S mixers will help you to find the most comfortable combination for you and the most complimentary mixer for your bathroom.

**ComfortZone**

- Turn the water flow on and off at the touch of a button.
- Turn to adjust the temperature.

ComfortZone - the distance between the mixer spout and the basin. The taller the mixer, the bigger the ComfortZone.
Hansgrohe used the ComfortZone test to test over 9000 combinations of its mixers with the most popular basins on the market so we can recommend the best combinations. You will find the latest results at:

http://pro.hansgrohe-int.com/comfortzone-test
MIXER OR SCULPTURE?

The ultra-clear, sleek design of the Talis Select S mixer integrates beautifully in the bathroom ambience. With its conical body and elegantly flowing lines, the mixer is an aesthetic design element with state-of-the-art functionality.
WHAT LOVERS OF THE LEVER LOVE TO REACH OUT FOR – TALIS® S.
BATHROOM PLEASURE, MADE TO MEASURE.
The Talis® S mixers.

With its slender pin handle, the Talis S is a mixer that combines the functionality of a classic single lever mixer with modern design language. It is also available in various heights, the ComfortZones. This will make it easier for you to find the right combination with your chosen basin, and also offers you the comfort of choosing a mixer that is made to measure – to wash your hands, your hair, or even to fill a vase.

Move the lever upwards or downwards to switch the water on or off. Turning it adjusts the temperature.

ComfortZone – the distance between the mixer spout and the basin. The taller the mixer, the bigger the ComfortZone.
Hansgrohe used the ComfortZone test to test over 9000 combinations of its mixers with the most popular basins on the market so we can recommend the best combinations. You will find the latest results at:
http://pro.hansgrohe-int.com/comfortzone-test
**Talis® Select S**

*Basin and Bidet*

**Talis® Select S 80**
- Basin mixer
- #72040, 000 with pop-up waste set
- #72041, 000 without waste set

**Talis® Select S 100**
- Basin mixer
- #72042, 000 with pop-up waste set
- #72043, 000 without waste set

**Talis® Select S 190**
- Bidet mixer
- #72044, 000 with pop-up waste set
- #72045, 000 without waste set

---

**Talis® S**

*Basin*

**Talis® S 80**
- Single lever basin mixer
- #72010, 000 with pop-up waste set
- #72011, 000 with Push-Open waste
- #72012, 000 without waste set
- #72013, 000 CoolStart with pop-up waste set (not shown)
- #72014, 000 CoolStart without waste set (not shown)
- #72015, 000 LowFlow with pop-up waste set
- #72018, 000 LowFlow without waste set
- #72016, 000 for open water heaters
- #72017, 000 Pillar tap (not shown)

**Talis® S 100**
- Single lever basin mixer
- #72020, 000 with pop-up waste set
- #72021, 000 without waste set
- #72022, 000 CoolStart with pop-up waste set (not shown)
- #72023, 000 CoolStart without waste set (not shown)
- #72024, 000 LowFlow with pop-up waste set
- #72025, 000 LowFlow without waste set

**Talis® S 190**
- Single lever basin mixer
- #72031, 000 with pop-up waste set
- #72032, 000 without waste set

---

**Talis® S 210**
- Single lever basin mixer
- Swivel spout 120°
- #72105, 000 with pop-up waste
- Available from Q1/2016

---

**Talis® S 140**
- Single lever basin mixer
- #72113, 000 with pop-up waste set
- #72114, 000 without waste set
- Available from Q1/2016

**Talis® S 230**
- Single lever basin mixer
- #72115, 000 with pop-up waste set
- #72116, 000 without waste set
- Available from Q1/2016

**Talis® S**
- 3-hole basin mixer
- #72130, 000
- Available from Q1/2016

**Talis® S**
- Single lever basin mixer
- Wall-mounted
- #72110, 000 165 mm
- #72111, 000 225 mm (not shown)
- #13622180 basic set
Talis® S

Bidet

Talis® S
single lever bidet mixer
# 72000, -000

Bath

Talis® S
single lever bath mixer
exposed fitting
# 72400, -000

Talis® S
single lever bath mixer
concealed installation
# 72405, -000
# 72406, -000 with safety combination

Talis® S
3-hole bath mixer
# 72415, -000
# 13233180 basic set
Available from Q1/2016

Talis® S
4-hole bath mixer
# 72418, -000
# 1344180 basic set
Available from Q1/2016

Talis® S
bath spout
exposed fitting
# 72410, -000

Talis® S
3-hole bath mixer
# 72416, -000
# 13437180 basic set
Available from Q1/2016

Talis® S
single lever bath mixer
concealed installation
# 72405, -000
# 72406, -000 with safety combination

Talis® S
single lever bath mixer
freestanding with Axor Starck baton shower
# 72412, -000
# 10452180 basic set
Available from Q1/2016

Shower

Talis® S
single lever shower mixer
exposed fitting
# 72600, -000

Talis® S
single lever shower mixer
concealed installation
# 72605, -000
# 72607, -000 Highflow
TALIS® SELECT E – IMPRESSIVE DESIGN AND FUNCTION.
ENJOY COMFORT SQUARED WITH TALIS® SELECT E.

The Talis® E mixers with ComfortZone

The Talis family has a new addition: the Talis Select E mixer. And like any fresh breeze, it has breathed new life into the mixer line, both in looks and in functionality. Above all, it delights for its easy, intuitive control, thanks to the innovative Select technology. Instead of a lever, the water flow is simply controlled at the touch of a button, and the button turned to control the water temperature. With the choice of two mixer heights, you can match your ComfortZone in the bathroom perfectly to your own individual requirements.

ComfortZone – the distance between the mixer spout and the basin. The taller the mixer, the bigger the ComfortZone.

Turn the water on and off at the touch of a button.

Turn to adjust the temperature.
Hansgrohe used the ComfortZone test to test over 9000 combinations of its mixers with the most popular basins on the market so we can recommend the best combinations. You will find the latest results at: http://pro.hansgrohe-int.com/comfortzone-test
E FOR ELEGANCE

The design language of the Talis Select E mixer is something to be proud of. The clever combination of precise lines and the tapered body emphasises its modern character and ensures that it blends harmoniously with the most stylish of bathroom designs.
TALIS® E – STRONG CHARACTER, IRRESISTIBLE FUNCTIONALITY.
ELEGANCE AND COMFORT ALWAYS IN YOUR HAND

The Talis® E mixers with lever and ComfortZone.

Finally, the Talis E mixer completes the Talis mixer series. Its slender body tapers to the top, while the clear lines and the lever, matched perfectly to the spout, give it a modern look. And, you have the choice depending on your particular requirements with regard to freedom of movement and the basin size, as there is the right solution for you among the three ComfortZones of the Talis E.

Hansgrohe used the ComfortZone test to test over 9000 combinations of its mixers with the most popular basins on the market so we can recommend the best combinations. You will find the latest results at: http://pro.hansgrohe-int.com/comfortzone-test

Hansgrohe Test Center

FUNCTION APPROVED

MIXER – WASH BASIN – COMBINATION

Move the lever upwards or downwards to switch the water on or off. Turning it adjusts the temperature.

ComfortZone – the distance between the mixer spout and the basin. The taller the mixer, the bigger the ComfortZone.
**Talis® Select E**

**Basin**

**Talis® Select E 110**
- basin mixer
  - #71750, -000 with pop-up waste set
  - #71751, -000 without waste set

Available from Q1/2016

**Talis® Select E 240**
- basin mixer
  - #71752, -000 with pop-up waste set
  - #71753, -000 without waste set

Available from Q1/2016

---

**Talis® E**

**Basin**

**Talis® E 80**
- single lever basin mixer
  - #71700, -000 with pop-up waste set
  - #71701, -000 with Push-Open waste
  - #71702, -000 without waste set
  - #71703, -000 CoolStart with pop-up waste set (not shown)
  - #71704, -000 CoolStart without waste set (not shown)
  - #71705, -000 LowFlow with pop-up waste set
  - #71707, -000 for open water heaters
  - #71706, -000 Pillar tap (not shown)

**Talis® E 110**
- single lever basin mixer
  - #71710, -000 with pop-up waste set
  - #71711, -000 with Push-Open waste
  - #71712, -000 without waste set
  - #71713, -000 CoolStart with pop-up waste set (not shown)
  - #71714, -000 CoolStart without waste set (not shown)
  - #71715, -000 LowFlow with pop-up waste set

**Talis® E 240**
- single lever basin mixer
  - #71716, -000 with pop-up waste set
  - #71717, -000 without waste set

**Talis® E 150**
- single lever basin mixer
  - #71754, -000 with pop-up waste set
  - #71755, -000 without waste set

Available from Q1/2016

---

**Talis® E 3-hole basin mixer**
- #71732, -000

Available from Q1/2016

**Talis® E**
- single lever basin mixer
  - wall-mounted
  - #71722, -000 165 mm
  - #71734, -000 225 mm (not shown)
  - #13622180 basic set

---
Talis® E

Bidet

**Talis® E**
- single lever bidet mixer
  - #71720, .000 with pop-up waste set
  - #71721, .000 with Push-Open waste

Bath

**Talis® E**
- single lever bath mixer
  - exposed fitting
  - #71740, .000

**Talis® E**
- single lever bath mixer
  - concealed installation
  - #71745, .000
  - #71474, .000 with safety combination

**Talis® E**
- bath spout
  - exposed fitting
  - #71410, .000

**Talis® E**
- 3-hole bath mixer
  - #71747, .000
  - #13233180 basic set

**Talis® E**
- 3-hole bath mixer
  - #71730, .000
  - #13437180 basic set

Available from Q1/2016

Shower

**Talis® E**
- single lever shower mixer
  - exposed fitting
  - #71760, .000

**Talis® E**
- single lever shower mixer
  - concealed installation
  - #71765, .000
  - #71768, .000 Highflow
FROM CULINARY WORK TO KITCHEN PLEASURE AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON.
Life in the kitchen, and at the sink in particular, is determined by our everyday tasks. The more smoothly they flow, the more we enjoy our daily routine. With the new Metris Select, you can increase your efficiency quite simply at the touch of a button. The ergonomically designed pull-out function provides even more freedom of movement, while the water flow can be switched on and off with absolute precision using the Select button on the spout. So once you have opened the mixer using the lever, you can easily combine any number of tasks – with only one hand. This saves water and energy, and turns any kitchen task into kitchen pleasure at the touch of a button.
Any number of tasks can be combined harmoniously without needing to close the spout by the lever. At the same time, the water is only provided when it is actually needed. Meaning that not a drop of precious water is wasted.

Even filling a large pot or saucepan is effortless, and can be done with only one hand. Simply touch the Select button – and you have water.
The new Talis® Select S with pull-out spout and Select technology.
THESE TWO KITCHEN HELPERS NOT ONLY MAKE DAILY LIFE EASIER, BUT THEY LOOK GREAT, TOO.

Metris® Select

Spout swivels by 150° – for greater comfort and freedom of movement.

The basic rectangular shape of the mixer blends seamlessly with the design of rectangular sinks.

Turn the mixer on and off.

Start the water flow using the Select button, and stop it with absolute precision at the touch of the button. The lever remains open, and maintains the pre-set temperature and water quantity.

Pull-out spout and ergonomic handle – for optimum flexibility.

Open mixer.

You use the ergonomically shaped lever handle to set the mixer at the beginning of your kitchen activities, and then select your chosen temperature. The handle remains open as you control the mixer directly by the Select button on the spout. You can change the temperature or close the mixer at any time using the lever handle.
**Talis® Select S**

Spout swivels by 150° - for greater comfort and freedom of movement.

The basic round shape goes perfectly with round basins.

The ergonomic handle brings to mind the image of a water drop. You set the mixer once at the beginning of your kitchen activities, and choose the desired temperature. The handle remains open as you control the mixer directly by the Select button on the spout. You can change the temperature or close the mixer at any time, using the handle.

Turn the mixer on and off.

Start the water flow using the Select button, and stop it with absolute precision at the touch of the button. The lever remains open, and maintains the pre-set temperature and water quantity.

Pull-out spout and ergonomic handle – for optimum flexibility.
Kitchen mixers

Metris® Select

Metris® Select 320
single lever kitchen mixer
with pull-out spray,
swivel spout 150°
#14884, -000, -800

Talis® Select S

Talis® Select S 300
single lever kitchen mixer
with pull-out spray,
swivel spout 150°
#72821, -000, -800
Talis® S

**Talis® S 200**
single lever kitchen mixer
swivel spout 110°/150°
# 72813, 000, 800

**Talis® S 260**
single lever kitchen mixer
swivel spout 110°/150°/360°
# 72810, 000, 800
# 72812, 000 for open water heaters

Logis®

**Logis® 120**
single lever kitchen mixer
swivel spout 360°
# 71830, 000
# 71831, 000 for open water heaters
# 71837, 000 CoolStart Eco (not shown)

**Logis® 160**
single lever kitchen mixer
swivel spout 360°
# 71832, 000
# 71833, 000 for window installation (available from Q4/2015)
# 71834, 000 with integrated shut-off valve (not shown)
# 71839, 000 CoolStart Eco (not shown)

**Logis® 260**
single lever kitchen mixer
swivel spout 110°/150°/360°
# 71835, 000

**Logis® 160**
single lever kitchen mixer
swivel spout 360°
# 71830, 000
# 71831, 000 for open water heaters
# 71837, 000 CoolStart Eco (not shown)

**Logis® 260**
single lever kitchen mixer
swivel spout 110°/150°/360°
# 71835, 000

**Logis® 260**
single lever kitchen mixer
swivel spout 110°/150°/360°
# 71835, 000
EXPERIENCE WATER INTERACTIVELY.

Mobile at its best

Hansgrohe Showroom App

The Hansgrohe Showroom App shows the Hansgrohe range in an entirely new, interactive, and above all entertaining way. If you fancy a shower, then you can fit one live and see what it looks like in your bathroom. A touch of the camera function places the selected product in the middle of the real camera image so you can see it in your own home. So if you like what you see, you can use the integrated search function to find your nearest retailer.

Interactive features:
- photo function to visualise how the product will look in your bathroom
- videos on technologies and spray types
- list of your Hansgrohe favourites
- showroom search

http://itunes.com/app/hansgrohe-showroom
Hansgrohe@home App

As your bathroom can’t come to Hansgrohe, Hansgrohe can come to you: This app is the easiest way for anyone who would like to see what that new mixer or shower solution would look like in their own home. Just take a photo, highlight the shower or mixer in the image with your finger, and replace it with your favourite Hansgrohe product. The app for iPhone, iPad, and Android smartphones is available from www.hansgrohe-int.com/app or directly from http://itunes.com/app/hansgrohehome or http://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=de.hansgrohe.HansgroheAtHome

WORLD WIDE WATER:

Find out all the latest news on water and Hansgrohe at www.facebook.com/hansgrohe www.twitter.com/hansgrohe_pr www.youtube.com/hansgrohe
TECHNOLOGIES.

Switches between the shower or spray types with the convenient touch of a button.

Defines the usable area between washstand and mixer. Something to suit every customer.

Distributes the water over the large spray face. Envelops the whole body in drops of well-being.

Reduces the flow rate to save water and energy. For long-lasting pleasure.

When turning the mixer on, cold water flows in the basic setting. Hot water only comes through when you need it.

Combines water with a generous amount of air. For a soft, splash-free water spray and rich, full shower drops.

Limescale deposits are simply wiped away by rubbing a finger over the flexible silicone jets.

Distributes the water over the large spray face. Envelops the whole body in drops of well-being.

Combines water with a generous amount of air. For a soft, splash-free water spray and rich, full shower drops.

Limescale deposits are simply wiped away by rubbing a finger over the flexible silicone jets.

SPRAY TYPES.

Gentle air-enriched rainfall.

Perfect for rinsing shampoo out of your hair.

Intense water spray, perfect for rinsing out shampoo.

Intensive shower rain that refreshes and rejuvenates.

Targeted, soothing relaxation spray.

Powerful flood jet for generous coverage.

Generous flow of soft sprays.

Powerful flood jet for generous coverage.

Generous flow of soft sprays.

Froths

Gentle air-enriched rainfall.

Perfect for rinsing shampoo out of your hair.

Intense water spray, perfect for rinsing out shampoo.

Intensive shower rain that refreshes and rejuvenates.

Targeted, soothing relaxation spray.

Powerful flood jet for generous coverage.

Generous flow of soft sprays.

Reduces the flow rate to save water and energy. For long-lasting pleasure.

When turning the mixer on, cold water flows in the basic setting. Hot water only comes through when you need it.

Combines water with a generous amount of air. For a soft, splash-free water spray and rich, full shower drops.

Limescale deposits are simply wiped away by rubbing a finger over the flexible silicone jets.

Distributes the water over the large spray face. Envelops the whole body in drops of well-being.

Combines water with a generous amount of air. For a soft, splash-free water spray and rich, full shower drops.

Limescale deposits are simply wiped away by rubbing a finger over the flexible silicone jets.

SPRAY TYPES.

Gentle air-enriched rainfall.

Perfect for rinsing shampoo out of your hair.

Intense water spray, perfect for rinsing out shampoo.

Intensive shower rain that refreshes and rejuvenates.

Targeted, soothing relaxation spray.

Powerful flood jet for generous coverage.

Generous flow of soft sprays.

Finishes

The addition of the finish gives the order number [#] eight digits.

Example: 28500-000 – Chrome

000 Chrome | 400 White/Chrome | 600 Black/Chrome | 800 Steel optic

---
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